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 Now for some much-needed rehearsal.  Our newbies need the information as much as our Seniors 

do the rehearsal and practice. 

 

 We'll start with The Great Elements of Creation: 

 AKASHA – The Great Elements of AIR, FIRE, WATER and EARTH have SIMILAR Spirit 

Quarks.  Any limitations, even in ignorance, put on any Great Element is first obeyed by these Spirit 

Quarks.  Before any manifestation of any of the Great Elements can take place, there must be AKASHA – 

room to exist – and it is completely devoid of Spirit Quarks and everything else!  In fact, there is nothing 

in an Akashic Manifestation except room, unoccupied space.  No energy, no sound, no smell, no solids, 

nothing.  The experience of AKASHA gives a whole new meaning to zilch.  Even the smallest amount of 

AKASHA is able to contain anything and everything you want.  The basketball size Belly Ball (Spirit 

Manifestation) we make virtually all the time is capable of holding everything we want within the visible 

Universe – without straining or stretching its outer perimeters.  Yes, we'll make Belly Balls later in this 

Instructional. 

 All Great Elements need the buffering of the other three – including room to exist via AKASHA.  

The problem is conception of what these Great Elements actually work like when they're doing what they 

are designed to accomplish.  They are NOT made of, but all essentially contain, Quarks; particles that 

actually are the outer hammering edge of all they do.  Even the Neutrinos we often use are loaded with 

Quarks.  There are 27 Quarks in Creation whether the scientific community wants to admit their 

ignorance about them or not. 

 That each Quadrant extends beyond itself into the following three Quadrants should be obvious.  

That is one of the reasons for always calling up – invoking – in the same order as given:  First, AKASHA, 

to make room to exist; Second, AIR, to put the objective into motion; Third, FIRE, to expand the 

objective; Fourth, WATER, to control the process AND the objective in the immediate and when manifest 

in the Fifth, EARTH, where all things become solid and real, including circumstances. 

 Each of the Great Elements is Commanded by an Archangel.  And unlike the Seraphim who only 

have seven left of the original twenty-four, there are several hundreds of thousands of Archangels; all 

with their own specific Chains of Command in addition to their seeming-parallel counterparts. 

 There are technically 516 Seconds to each level of Command as presented in the ORDER AND 

ORDER OF ANGELS, 1962-2006, Pathfinders, Inc.  What is not completely explained in that 

Instructional lest it become unmanageably ponderous, is the fact of 516 Points of Knowledge of 516 

Levels of Competence each!  And they have to be addressed for learning one-at-a-time. 

 

 The Ten Major Orders of Angels: 

1st Seraphim 

2nd Cherubim 

3rd Archangels 

4th Angels 

5th Powers 

6th Authorities 

7th Thrones 

8th Dominions 

9th Principalities 

10th Virtues 

 



 Since Archangels are THIRD from the top in the Major Order of Ten, it's easy to understand why 

there are so many millions upon millions of Divine Entities in the Service of The Most High – 516 

LEVELS of Degrees of Competence times 516 Degrees of Knowledge with 516 Parallel applications for 

each Rank at 516 Ranks per grade.  The Entity-Count goes off the mathematical scale right along with the 

required knowledge, intelligence and experience levels. 

 Take note of that last one, Number 10, the Order of Virtues.  You are just beginning to delve into 

using your own Virtue – and we know how little competence we have with that – and look where the 

Archangels are, Number 3 on that humongous Knowledge and Power Scale.  That SHOULD give you 

some appreciation for them, WHO they are and WHAT they do for us.  When you call them, do so with 

great respect and admiration.  They've earned both a billion times over our capacity to understand; and 

our having a bit of courtesy won't deprive us of anything.  We'll do an in-depth on each of them as we 

progress; and the Winds and Servant Winds and the Angels we invoke all the time.  They too are a 

fascinating subject. 

 For now, we're going to concentrate on the Great Elements, The Planes of Heaven, The Depths of 

Hell and Black Fire.  Primarily this is but a rehearsal – all in one pile – with hopes of giving all of you a 

better understanding of what we're doing and what we're doing it with.  I could talk forever and not 

accomplish the direct understanding of YOU doing-it-yourself, hands-on experience. 

 If something gets past you, speak up.  Remember, with me there are no "stupid" questions, only 

stupid people who don't ask them.  If you have all the information you can handle until you mentally 

digest some of it, I have no problem answering your questions privately or when you're up to speed. 

 

 AIR – is the first and foremost of the Great Elements.  At the risk of sounding like I'm making 

The Great Element of AIR into something hard physical – which it is not – let's take a simple practice.  

Cup either hand an invoke a small quantity of AIR – by saying the word "AIR" into it, and study it for a 

few seconds.  Note, it is filled with smaller particles of energy of all kinds of shapes imaginable.  You can 

feel these AIR particles – AIR Quarks – like shaking salt into your hand, with your hand tilted to permit 

the salt particles to fall free.  You can feel them impact and you can feel them leave.  It is these AIR 

Quarks of Spirit Energy – Dark Matter and Dark Energy if you must – that are the incidental impacts of 

any AIR Invocation.  The spaces between them are holes and these holes are but spirit-energy fog, like the 

invisible forces of two magnets.  It is these AIR Quarks and the East Wind Apelotes that makes Spirit 

Quarks come to the surface of all the other Great Elements and causes – rather than permits – AIR obey 

and accomplish its given Qualities. 

 

 FIRE – The second of the Great Elements is solely responsible for any and all movement and 

expansion everywhere in Creation.  Once we have MOTION, we encounter HEAT in some form.  Heat is 

the definable of all work done, measured in calories, watts or joules:  heat instantly creates some degree of 

EXPANSION.  FIRE has very little to do with temperature, per se, as hot and cold are but different 

measurements of the same thing.  Take a small quantity of FIRE into either hand, and note that it is filled 

with smaller particles of energy – FIRE Quarks – and it is this ACCUMULATED HEAT that makes the 

palms of your hands warm when you create a Belly Ball.  It is these FIRE Quarks and the South Wind 

Notae that makes Spirit Quarks come to the surface of all the other Great Elements and causes – rather 

than permits – FIRE obey and accomplish its given Qualities. 

 

 WATER – Third of the Great Elements; its quality being CONTROL; without which there is only 

chaos.  Each and every one of the Four Great Elements are always affected by the other three, providing 

its own quality as appropriate.  WATER produces the absence of HEAT you feel when calling up a spirit 

deceased from human life.  It is this CONTROL factor of WATER and the West Wind Zephyrus that 

prevents any deception of a dead body and living spirit.  Remember that, it's one of the Spiritual Abilities 

you'll need during the Great Tribulation now on the horizon.  Take a small quantity of WATER into either 



hand, note that it feels cool as if WET although you can clearly see your hand is dry.  It is WATER 

Quarks that permits making and moving a storm, shaking hell out of the earth even where there are no 

fault lines, spreading or extinguishing plagues and bad weather, et cetera.  All are applications of 

CONTROL via WATER.  All CONTROL is vested in WATER! 

 

 EARTH – is the Fourth Great Element, and its quality is inertia, stability, solidity as the 

manifestation comes into being and begins to slow down.  Even light photons by which we have vision 

are manifest in EARTH as detectable objects.  The parallels of AKASHA, AIR, FIRE and WATER are 

manifest in EARTH as touchable, examinable, experimental, usable, and often expendable materials.  

Take a small quantity of EARTH into either hand.  Note the EARTH Quarks seem to have WEIGHT, and 

you can feel the hardness and the heaviness.  Most people on the planet are as oblivious of the Great 

Element of EARTH as those who continue under the delusion that because their head works, they know 

how to think!  The EARTH Plane reaches into the unknown expanses of space, far beyond anything the 

scientific community even suspects.  The EARTH Plane is where all expressions of manifestations are the 

easiest to examine.  The matter seems to be pretty much motionless, since we're traveling at the same 

speed it is.  The fact is:  each and every circumstance anywhere in the EARTH Plane of Creation is the 

end result of some previous – in most cases, Divine – thought. 

 Each and everything that is manifest in physical creation, from the tiniest particle of the very 

Quarks of material existence to the largest gatherings of the largest Galaxies, is the end result of the 

applications of AKASHA and the Great Elements of AIR, FIRE, WATER and EARTH.  Most matter and 

energy that is known to exist – Dark Matter and Dark Energy – cannot be seen or detected by any 

scientific means, and can only be predicted and evidenced by mathematics. 

 

ARE THERE ANY QUESTIONS? 

 

 Now a quick recap.  Make a manifestation ball as if stuck to the palm of either hand.  Both hands 

are not necessary, but you can hold it in both hands if you wish. 

 Everybody do this even though you've done it a thousand or more times; the newbies haven't and 

we need them all up to speed and power. 

 Detecting your own Spirit Energies: 

 Initially it takes both hands, so I want to walk you through the process, then on my command I 

want you to do exactly as I instructed.  No jackassing or 'you-know-better' poppycock!  The process is 

very simple:  place both hands, palms facing each other, about a foot apart at your navel.  Again, place 

both hands, palms facing each other, about a foot apart at your navel – and within a very few seconds you 

will feel a warmth in both hands!  This is not a Body of Light … yet … this is your own Spirit Energy and 

it’s the same male or female, regardless of age or race.  No exceptions. 

 Akurians, place both hands, palms facing each other, about a foot apart at your navel. 

 

 THAT is also the Spirit Energy you will use to make BLUE SWORDS but right now I want each 

of you to simply make a ball of energy we call a Belly Ball.  That warm energy you feel is instantly 

malleable and you need to make a ball of it of any reasonable size but not larger than a basket ball.  It's a 

Spirit Manifestation, and that's what you call it. 

 Repeat after me, "AKASHA, fill my Spirit Manifestation with room to exist!" 

 Now, speak only the word, "AIR!"  Instantly you will feel the same AIR Quarks as you did when 

testing AIR before. 

 Now, speak only the word, "FIRE!"  Instantly, you will feel the HEAT of FIRE Quarks. 

 Now, speak only the word, "WATER!"  And as quickly as you turned on the heat of FIRE, you 

have the instant coolness of WATER. 



 Now, speak only the word, "EARTH!"  And you can feel the instant heaviness of the Essence of 

EARTH. 

 On my command: 

 Let your Bell Ball loose and it will turn into free energy; DO NOT attempt to put it back!  That 

takes special knowledge, and we'll get to teaching that in time. 

 Ready, 1, 2, 3, break! 

 Anybody can make a Belly Ball, but the Akurians alone know how to properly use them. 

 

ARE THERE ANY QUESTIONS? 

 

 Now let's take a look at the Planes of Heaven and the Depths of Hell from the top-down. 

 The most astounding fact of Spiritual Knowledge is:  every soul has a Spiritual Body for each and 

every Plane of Existence!  It's normally called an astral body due to its star-like glow and quality.  The 

composite of ALL your bodies is called the over soul which can deliver a great deal of protection unless 

you are hell bent on doing something stupid or evil. 

 That there is more than "one" Heaven completely astounds the 'christians' despite the fact their 

own Bible:  II Corinthians 12, documents Paul (actually an instance of Peter, since 'Paul' didn't exist) as 

knowing a man who could reach up to the Third Heaven where the man saw and learned things it was 

against the law to even talk about!  Roman Law then, Catholic Church Law enforced by Kak Jews now! 

 Note when you read the chapter the author repeats the part about in the body – out of the body, 

indicating that he didn't remember at the time whether the man was out and the author was in; the author 

was out and the man was in; they were both out; or they both were in, since it had been more than 

fourteen years before. 

 Even a cursory reading will make this point clear to anyone who will read it without closed-

minded, pagan 'christian' injections.  Even so, there are many Planes of Heaven!  The differences between 

the Planes of Heaven and Depths of Hell are primarily their specific vibration rates or frequency range!  

In layman's terms they are somewhat like the channels of television and broadcast frequencies of radio – 

even to the fact that all the available signals are present in the antenna at the same time. 

 The Planes of Heaven and the Depths of Hell all occupy the same space at the same time.  

Generally speaking, they are separated only by their different frequencies, but the Physical Earth Plane is 

the gulf between Heaven and Hell! 

 This Physical Earth Plane is accessible to angels and demons alike, and will remain so until the 

binding at or following Shiloh!  However, those that are under Judgment either to Hell or the Heavens 

cannot cross this Earth Plane gulf in either direction because the Etheric Body dissolves within two or 

three days following death.  They can see and communicate across this Earth Plane, but that's all.  And 

Lucifer often forces some to communicate with people still alive on earth! 

 The Planes of Heaven that you will initially be concerned with are those immediately above the 

Earth Plane.  The Depths of Hell we'll consider in this course of study go all the way down. 

 

 HASANNAH – Is the Highest Heaven and the Lowest Abstract Plane you can reach without 

special knowledge and proven spiritual capabilities.  HASANNAH means "the Highest" in Angelic.  It is 

about as far down as most Heavenly beings come of their own accord, and about as far up as the demons 

venture that have the power to get even this high.  The Abstract Planes and High Realms, above 

HASANNAH, are so many they do not have either names or titles in any physical language.  Even so, in 

this Plane you can communicate with High Beings.  Getting them to communicate with you is the 

problem.  Once you are Spiritually Adept and ABOUT THE BUSINESS OF THIS HOLY ORDER, that 

will change.  In the meantime, don't even attempt to waste THEIR time with YOUR soap opera – be about 

THIS business and you can dispose of all your soap operas and undesirable life-situations. 

 



 HAKARMAH – The next Plane of Heaven downward is HAKARMAH, aka the Causal, and from 

which we get the word karma.  This is the Plane of Cause and Effect responsible for every situation on 

earth.  As for 'karma,' that is the cop-out of the metaphysicians who can't deliver!  Just like when the 

'christians' "powers of gee-sus" fail, they claim in chorus, "you didn't believe enough!"  Metaphysicians 

excuse their world-dripping-with-honey inabilities with, "it's your karma"! 

 

 IDEAH – Beneath the HAKARMAH/Causal Plane is the IDEAH/Mental Plane of Heaven from 

which we get the words "id" meaning mind; and idea, meaning a revelation from the mind.  Here you can 

see the mental processes at work as flowing colors of light energy.  This is one of the most spectacularly 

beautiful Heavens.  Here you can learn the various colors that are absolute representations of the true 

situation and condition!  Every thought, action, thing or object, life form, and motive has a specific color 

that tells exactly what it's all about in infinite detail.  When TRUE psychics read the human aura it is these 

colors that give them their information. 

 

 AKASHIC RECORDS – Near the IDEAH/Mental Plane there is a long, smoky, blue-gray object 

like a long tunnel that contains The Holy Scripts of All The Heavens and All The Earths!  It's the Akashic 

Records; also known as the Reflecting Ether by the psychic community, and "The Book of Life" in the 

Bible.  You can enter it and travel both backwards and forward in time!  The past is unchangeable, but the 

future can be changed simply by changing one's thinking.  Understand that:  the past is recorded in infinite 

detail and cannot be changed; the future is recorded as past and present thinking will determine it to be if 

there are no efforts made to change that thinking.  Travel along the Reflecting Ether is rather a simple 

matter, regardless of which direction you wish to venture, and in fact, you already have experience in this 

respect! 

 Have you ever experienced a familiar?  You were talking to someone, visiting someplace, under 

exact conditions that you realize you've done this before; yet knowing you haven't!  In some instances it 

would have been impossible to have had this experience prior to the familiar where for a few seconds 

everything is like an instant replay.  These 'familiars' are called Deja Vu, and regardless of all the 

psychiatrists' and psychologists' claims to the contrary, they are caused by one of two sets of conditions; 

both requiring the person experiencing the Deja Vu to have been Spiritually and Mentally forward in 

time! 

 In both the Past, Present and Future you can walk around and through the images.  Those in the 

Present and Future may change while you are looking at it since it changes instantly to changes in 

thought!  Those in the Past cannot change as they are forever frozen in the time-frame.  You will find that 

you can't change so much as one iota of anything you see in the Past, but you can sure see all the details! 

 

 HESTERAH – Below the Mental Plane are two Planes that most confuse as being one!  The 

upper of the two is the Higher Astral, HESTERAH in Angelic, and can be identified by the white light 

that is the normal background of the Plane's undisturbed colors and material. 

 

 HASTERAH – The lower of the two is the Lower Astral, and the main difference in appearance is 

that its background color is solid black!  The Angelic name is HASTERAH, and it is this Plane that holds 

those mysterious scenes portrayed in the Major Arcana of tarot cards. 

 

 HATHOR – The Plane below the Astrals is also the First Heaven, the Etheric Plane, HATHOR in 

Angelic.  From this Plane you can see everything that exists on the earth, and those spiritual entities that 

are the souls of every living thing from microscopic to the giant sequoia.  This Plane is about as high as 

most psychics can 'see,' and accounts for most of their blivit-headed, asinine and generally inaccurate 

predictions. 

 



 EARTH – The next Plane is this Earth Level, and we hope you are familiar with it.  Some people 

aren't! 

 

 Since both the Etheric Plane, HATHOR and the DEROS Depth overlap the Earth Plane as well as 

having area of their own, nothing escapes sight of Heaven or Hell! 

 

ARE THERE ANY QUESTIONS? 

 

 Now the Depths of Hell: 

 DEROS – The first Depth of Hell, extends below the Earth and is where the consciousness 

descends at death when influenced by drugs, narcotics, or a soap-opera suicide.  From this Level of Hell 

come most of the Oui-Ja board communications, but certainly not all of them!  The material of both the 

Etheric Plane and the DEROS Depth can be seen easily from the Earth or Physical Plane and are usually 

the manifestations experienced by those people who return from 'clinical' deaths poo-pooed as near death 

experiences by the medical community. 

 

 DANAKA – The next Depth, it is from here that the bearded Jesus, Mary, and ectoplasm 'spirits' 

are formed to be 'seen' and 'communicated with' during seances or Christian 'religious' experiences.  This 

is an ideal Depth for Lucifer to perform such manifestations from, as here his authority isn't questioned, 

and the material can be taken or sent up to the Earth Level without leaving a trace of its origin and intent 

in the Higher Heavens, except in the Akashic Records! 

 

 HADESSE – The third Depth is where the actual earned karma is clarified in the minds of those 

souls that shall suffer only for a short season.  It's this Depth where a consciousness is held when 

embound in a dead body, even if the body has been cremated.  Command Marshal General D. Chylon 

Budagher and I released untold millions of such-trapped souls last April 10th, 2007, in and incident that 

had been predicted by Nostradamus. 

 The horrors of that situation are nothing when compared to the next Depth but countless entities 

and souls are needlessly embound here by being prayed for "in the name of gee-sus" at their funerals; 

having the body, coffin or grave sprinkled with 'holy water' or 'holy oil' made by any other process than 

Mosaic Law; or being buried (which includes disposition of cremated remains!) "in the sure and certain 

hope of the resurrection" that really won't be so pleasant for those who are only resurrected to stand Final 

Judgment!  This is where all those who 'died in christ' or were duly 'crossed' by That Great Babylonian 

Harlot at Rome's minions get to spend a very long and agonizing tour; even if they did the 'crossing' 

themselves!  Make no mistake about these vile and demonic processes! 

 

 GEHENNA – And the next Depth down is where those who permit such sufferings to be inflicted 

upon those undeserving pay their penalty for it!  GEHENNA was also the name of the huge garbage dump 

outside the city walls of Jerusalem that burned night and day for over 600 years, and was often used as a 

visual example of Hell.  Since I destroyed the Temple of the Sages on the Day of The Anointing, all those 

who formerly were punished there:  nuns and priests, members of the Masonic and Knights of Columbus 

Lodges and Temple Israel (except judges and attorneys), Rosicrucians, Satan or Demonic Orders of 

Witches and Sorcerers – including Wicca – now burn here; along with all those 'christians' who have 

deluded themselves with self-hypnosis into thinking they have 'been saved' and/or baptized by the Holy 

Spirit of Truth; which if they had, they wouldn't be participants in Babylonian paganistic practices in 

direct violation of Holy Law, of which "praising gee-sus" is one! 

 

 HELEEAH – is the next lower Depth is mainly the first torture level where victims are induced to 

appear on the Earth Plane to seduce relatives, friends, and anyone else that can be fooled into thinking that 



they have entered 'Heaven with the Lord.'  One thing is for sure and certain, the tortures used here will 

induce anybody to do anything!  Even a promise to be permitted to 'go up a level for just a moment' is 

more of a bargain than the penalty would seem for obtaining a soul for Lucifer!  When the agony level is 

severe enough, long enough, and without a letup, you will sell your only child or your saintly 

grandmother for just one moment of relief!  And you will put on a performance of such perfection that 

Academy Award winners would look like a Kindergarten P.T.A. production by comparison. 

 

 HAPURDOM – Below HELEEAH is HAPURDOM, where all 'good christians,' hypocrites, 

adulterers, rapists, thieves, murderers (with the exception of 'official' murderers:  evidence-manufacturing 

police, knowing prosecutors, knowing attorneys, court judges, et cetera), abusers of children, lesbians and 

homosexuals who perform the acts, and all those that do not call injustice into account, are sent in Eternal 

Condemnation.  This is where we get our word "purgatory" and where we get the legend of sulfuric and 

burning brimstone.  However, just one smell or look at this place and you will realize that it's not a 

legend, it's a fact; and the horrific temperature is the most pleasant situation there!  The Akurians should 

know, this is where we throw the Bastards into Hell. 

 

 PERDITON – The very bottom.  Here you can look and see down into this Depth where 

supremacists, socialists, communists, fascists, marxists, liberals, racemixers, politicians, lying journalists 

and other traitors, court judges, attorneys, corrupt accountants, bureaucrats, manipulators, enslavers, child 

abusers, priests, ministers, preachers and other liars, and all the false Prophets and false Theologians burn 

in horrible and indescribable sufferings! 

 You will note that I said, "look and see down into this Depth" and that's just exactly what I 

mean!  This is the sanctuary of Lucifer, and without special knowledge, from here no victim ever returns!  

It takes special knowledge and considerable power to even be escorted past this place, so take warning, 

"Walk carefully, Oh, fool, for even the Angels of The Presence do not venture brazenly!" 

 From now on, all of you should have a better understanding of both the Great Elements, the Planes 

of Heaven and the Depths of Hell.  When you combine them in your Charging of Bodies of Light, make 

the most of the energies and firepower of them. 

 

ARE THERE ANY QUESTIONS? 

 

 BLACK FIRE – Last but never least is the composite ash residue at the Center of the Sun, left 

over from all the ages of nuclear fusion and fission.  The most important thing to remember about 

BLACK FIRE is when to use it and when to avoid it like the plague!  Charging a Manifestation you 

intend to raise hell with is one thing, but NEVER take BLACK FIRE into Hell attached to yourself.  

BLACK FIRE is an added ingredient that makes most Invocations of Testimony into Invocations of 

Extreme Power, so it must be handled very carefully. 

 

 BLUE SWORDS – The first thing on our Training and Rehearsal Agenda is our best personal 

Offensive and Defensive weapon, the endless supply of BLUE SWORDS.  We're all aware of the many 

and still-coming engagements with High Level Demons, Demonic Possessed Nefilim and Anunnaki – 

living and dead.  Everybody should have learned the differences and how to discern them.  So let's get on 

with the BLUE SWORDS many of you have used and some of you haven't had all the success you'd like. 

 First, let's recap:  I established the BLUE SWORDS in all the Lower Spiritual Realms – from 

Hasannah-down, and to be detectable and effective in the EARTH Plane.  It's impossible to run out of 

them, as they are made of what would otherwise be called "free" energy, the Star-Stuff – mostly Dark 

Matter and Dark Energy – that comprises most of Creation – about 96% to be clear.  I made them to be 

accessible out of one's own Spiritual Body, and anyone who has tested their own Spirit Energies can pull 

as many as necessary. 



 

 Everybody do this even though you've done it a thousand or more times; the newbies haven't and 

we need them all up to speed and power. 

 Detecting your own Spirit Energies: 

 Initially it takes both hands, so I want to walk you through the process, then on my command I 

want you to do exactly as I instructed.  No jackassing or 'you-know-better' poppycock!  The process is 

very simple:  place both hands, palms facing each other, about a foot apart at your navel.  Again, place 

both hands, palms facing each other, about a foot apart at your navel – and within a very few seconds you 

will feel a warmth in both hands!  This is not a Body of Light … yet … this is your own Spirit Energy and 

it’s the same male or female, regardless of age or race.  No exceptions. 

 Akurians, place both hands, palms facing each other, about a foot apart at your navel. 

 

 THAT is also the Spirit Energy you will use to make BLUE SWORDS … and you can't run out 

of it!  The fact your BLUE SWORDS are made out of YOU also means they won't obey anybody else 

and can't be turned against you. 

 

 FIRST WARNING:  NEVER EVEN ATTEMPT TO REPLACE A BLUE SWORD!  Throw 

it into the ethers, stick it in someone deserving, but NEVER – AS IN NEVER - EVEN ATTEMPT TO 

REPLACE A BLUE SWORD!  You're going to do yourself some very serious and permanent damage if 

you do! 

 SECOND WARNING:  NEVER under any conditions invoke a Divinity – Angels, et cetera, 

into a BLUE SWORD!  NEVER! 

 

 Next, once I explain, you will make a BLUE SWORD – STOP!  I said "once I explain," and 

that's damned well what I meant!  And we're going to use a series of BLUE SWORDS on some well-

deserving demonically possessed bastards. 

 

 I set the Energies to form a double edged blade, similar to the Roman gladius, only with a wider 

guard.  The optimum place to formulate them is the solar plexus, heart and throat Chakras – a line 

extending from just below the navel to the neck.  To retrieve a BLUE SWORD, simply grasp it by the 

hilt, you will feel it immediately upon reaching for it, and pull it free by swinging your arm outward just 

like a gate swings on its hinges.  Pulling a BLUE SWORD as you would a knife, SWORD or saber out 

of a sheath is jackass – and can do considerable harm to yourself. 

 BLUE SWORDS can be "weighted" to balance as you wish.  Since it lays FLAT, both cutting 

edges to your right and left before you draw it, laying the TIP of it FLAT into the palm of your other hand 

shouldn't require any great degree of intelligence.  When you lay the TIP flat in the palm of your other 

hand you can feel the COLD of a very strange and very competent metal.  This is normal.  If you want the 

blade a bit longer, simply move your hands farther apart – the blade will lengthen without effort.  You can 

make it heavier or lighter, to your taste.  The hilt and handle will generally already be set to your body 

and hand size, but if you're into a real slicing effort – and know it's coming – a bit of prep won't hurt.  

Other than the length of the weapon, determined by your body height, you can modify a BLUE SWORD 

to just about any degree.  You can also make a battle-ax out of it by simply extending the flanges to the 

length of side-blade you want. 

 They are all-but indestructible, but should you manage to break or lose one, there's another just 

like it ready the same instant.  They are incredibly sharp, strong enough to easily pierce virtually all 

Heavenly Armor, and can be charged with AKASHA, AIR, FIRE, WATER and EARTH, any one or all, 

by simply invoking the correct terms. 

 For the newbies, sometimes when we have sufficient attendance, we put the women in an Inner 

Circle facing each other for their part of the Invocation; and station the men facing outward with BLUE 



SWORDS to protect that Inner Circle.  The practice is simple enough, we detect anyone or anything in 

the vicinity of either Circle we let them have it, then and there!  And nobody gets to approach our Inner 

Circle under any conditions.  Now you know the meaning of our command:  "BLUE SWORDS, MAN 

YOUR BATTLE STATIONS!" 

 Now you're going to learn how to adapt a BLUE SWORD!   

 

 Akurians, on my Command: 

 Akurians, retrieve a BLUE SWORD! 

 GENTLY, place the TIP in the blade FLATWAYS in the palm of your other hand.  You can feel 

the COLD tip, including its shape, instantly.  It's not like handling a cold chisel or a hatchet, a bit more 

subtle, but there nevertheless.  I've never had a failure with anyone who followed my instructions.  Those 

who know-so-much and insist on some gandy-dance rather than just swinging the SWORD out, always 

have some jackass problem, or failure, they've created for themselves. 

 With the TIP of the blade in your other hand, adjust it to your personal preference, by pulling the 

hilt to your desired length.  If you want a larger or smaller handle, open or close your hand accordingly.  

Want a heavier blade, bounce the TIP gently.  The BLUE SWORD will instantly oblige. 

 Akurians, hold your BLUE SWORD where you can feel the hilt and heft the blade.  Now, on my 

command:  just THINK the word "AKASHA" and you will feel a shift in the nature of the SWORD, 

nothing hot, cold, heavy or light, just different as if it had just changed materials, as from metal to glass, 

glass to wood, or some such. 

 On my command:  THINK the word "AIR" into your SWORD, and it instantly wants to move!  

It's almost as if it became a living entity of its own accord. 

 When I tell you:  I want you to throw your SWORD as far as you can manage.  But keep your 

hand open. 

 Ready, THROW! 

 Now, THINK the word "HERE" and instantly that SWORD's hilt is back in your hand!  Just like 

the legends of Thor's Hammer.  When charged with AKASHA and AIR you can throw it around the 

Moon – or through it – and retrieve it at better than the speed of light.  Prepare to do just exactly that, on 

my command. 

 First, consciously locate the Moon, using your SUPER SENSE.  You can locate the Sun, Moon, 

planets, or anything else in Creation with practice of this bit of Knowledge.  I hope you've practiced it, 

because now you need it; and you're going to need it a hell of a lot more as this 

Anunnaki/Nefilim/Socialist Rage continues. 

 Next, I want you to be cognizant of your SWORD, so you can track it in its flight, impact, follow 

it through the Moon until it emerges on the other side, and then recall it.  If anyone wants to keep track of 

the time, you'll find the whole process will take less than one second; there, through and back!  Since the 

Moon is about 250,000 miles out, light would take 2.688 seconds for the round trip. 

 Everybody ready?  Target Moon: 

On my command:  THROW!  Now keep its flight in mind, and you can track it every inch of the 

way. 

 Let me know when you have your SWORD back in hand, we're not through with it yet. 

 

 It gets better.  THINK the word "APELOTES" – the East Wind - into it, and you can feel the blade 

begin to anticipate your moves, as if it were just slightly ahead of where you want the blade to go.  Heft it 

and you'll see a decided difference.  NEVER under any conditions invoke a Divinity – Angels, et 

cetera, into a BLUE SWORD!  NEVER!  Elements and Winds are one thing – living or dead entities 

are another!  However, you can inject a Demon on those occasions when you want to use some Bastard 

like Barack Obama, Nancy Pelosi, Harry Reid, George Soros, Warren Buffet, Bill Gates, Dick Cheney, 

both George Bushs, David and Jay Rockefeller and their ilk for a pin cushion.  They can't escape, they 



can't remove the blade, they can't get rid of the Demon, the Demon is bound to both the extent and intent 

of your SWORD, and the target can't do a damned thing about it.  So don't spare the Bastards. 

 

 Next, charge your blade with FIRE and note the instant change in its feel of composition; as if it 

changed materials from metal to glass, glass to wood, or some such.  Charge it with the South Wind 

NOTAE, and it will seem to want to burst out of itself.  Heft it and feel the difference. 

 Now, charge it with WATER, and it will appear to calm down a bit as if it were trying to be a bit 

more responsible – when it actually is now a very precision and dependable weapon.  Fill it with the West 

Wind ZEPHYROS and it will seem to settle into your hand as if made for it.  Which, incidentally, it was! 

 There are some dramatic changes in BLUE SWORDS when properly charged.  Last, charge your 

SWORD with EARTH, and now its not only a very precision weapon, it has become YOUR precision 

weapon.  Inject it with the North Wind BOREAS and you instantly have the recognition that this blade 

absolutely will not work for, serve or obey anybody else.  Though limited to the Lower Heavens, from 

Hosannah down, it can, and will, hit whatever you target.  Even on the far side of Creation, and do the 

damage you require of it.  Any problem won't be with the weapon, it will be with you! 

 

 BLUE SWORDS can be charged with: 

 

RIGHTEOUS POWER 

HOLY AUTHORITY 

ALL DAMNATIONS OF THE MOST HIGH 

UNBRIDLED HATE 

BURNING RAGE (OR FURY) 

MERCILESS VIOLENCE 

EXACTING VENGEANCE 

INTENT TO KILL 

IMMEDIATE DEATH 

ABJECT FAILURE 

PUBLIC DISGRACE 

ABJECT POVERTY 

INSURMOUNTABLE DEBT 

TERMINAL AND INCURABLE DISEASE 

CERTIFIED INSANITY (OR JUST PLAIN STUPID) 

 

 And as you can imagine from here, the list is potentially creatively endless. 

 BLUE SWORDS are easy to get, fast to adapt, and extremely dangerous to the victim.  We have a 

few of those in mind ... pay attention to my instructions EXACTLY and do not go jackassing unless you 

want to fail!  Once determined I want everybody to use the same energy!  Understand that:  NO 

JACKASSING!  This is a TEAM effort and we don't need any 'better idea' idiocies! 

 

 Prepare to target a deserving bastard! 

 

 Which of the above do we want for our illegal president? 

 Akurians, make a BLUE SWORD and charge it with ABJECT FAILURE! 

 Akurians, discern the location and the personage Barack Hussein Obama; 

 Akurians, insert the charged BLUE SWORD into Barack Hussein Obama head to toe! 

 
 Prepare to target another deserving bastard! 

 



 Which of the above do we want for Willard Mitt Romney? 

 Akurians, make a BLUE SWORD and charge it with ABJECT FAILURE!  

 Akurians, discern the location and the personage Willard Mitt Romney; 

 Akurians, insert the charged BLUE SWORD into Willard Mitt Romney head to toe! 

 
 Prepare to target another deserving bastard! 

 
 Which of the above do we want for Valerie Bowman Jarrett? 

 Akurians, make a BLUE SWORD and charge it with ABJECT FAILURE!  

 Akurians, discern the location and the personage Valerie Bowman Jarrett; 

 Akurians, insert the charged BLUE SWORD into Valerie Bowman Jarrett head to toe! 

 

ARE THERE ANY QUESTIONS? 


